Abstract. Generalized Hamming weight hierarchies and permutation-optimal trellis decoders are found for several extremal self-dual codes. The latter problem involves finding chains of subcodes that allow construction of a uniformly efficient permutation. The task of finding such chains of subcodes is shown to be substantially simplifiable in the case of self-dual codes in general, and is particularly straightforward when certain subcodes meet the Griesmer bound with equality. These results are used to characterize the permutation-optimal trellises and generalized Hamming weights for all 32; 16; 8] binary self-dual codes and for several other codes. The number of uniformly efficient permutations for the 24; 12; 8]Golay code, and a lower bound on the number for the 48; 24; 12] quadratic residue code, are found.
Introduction
Representations of block codes by trellises allow computationally efficient soft decision decoding for the codes via the Viterbi algorithm. Given a code, there are very many different trellises that represent it, of widely varying complexity. It thus becomes important to choose the trellis that represents the code most efficiently, i.e., that minimizes the complexity.
For any fixed linear block code, i.e., if we take the code to be distinct from codes that are equivalent to it, an essentially complete solution to this problem is known. A unique "minimal trellis" can be found efficiently from any generator matrix, and this trellis minimizes complexity under a wide range of possible complexity criteria.
For many purposes, however, there is no useful distinction between two equivalent codes. This is particularly so when decoding via a trellis: Viterbi decoding is a maximum likelihood algorithm only when the channel is memoryless, and in this case the performance of the code is identical to that of any equivalent code. Thus the important question becomes how to choose the permutation of the code whose minimal trellis has the smallest complexity. This is a very much harder problem, and remains open. Optimal permutations, in the strong sense we consider in this paper (uniform efficiency), are known for very few codes.
The derivation of optimal trellis structure is strongly related to the purely combinatorial problem of determining the generalized Hamming weights: the most common way to demonstrate that a trellis is permutation-optimal is to find the generalized Hamming weights and then to demonstrate chains of subcodes ordered by inclusion that have parameters determined by the generalized Hamming weights.
In this paper, we consider the permutation problem for extremal self-dual codes. Numerous simplifications of the general problem appear. We demonstrate a new simplification that in some cases allows us to determine and characterize optimal permutations quickly, and to count the number of optimal permutations. In particular, we derive optimal permutations for each of the eight inequivalent extremal binary self-dual codes of length 32. Of these, the optimum permutations for the Reed-Muller code r 32 and the quadratic residue code q 32 were previously known, though without proof of optimality in the case of q 32 . Optimal permutations are also derived for several other extremal self-dual codes of length up to 64. The full generalized Hamming weight hierarchies are also determined for these codes.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we summarize previous work in this area, and review the necessary definitions and facts about the trellis structure of block codes. In Section 3 we develop the special case of self-dual codes, and in particular demonstrate a result that substantially simplifies the problem in many cases. In Section 4 we apply these results to various classes of self-dual codes, including a complete classification of the optimal trellises for extremal self-dual codes of length 32, and a new characterization of uniformly efficient permutations for the 48; 24; 12] quadratic residue code.
Background
The representation of block codes by a trellis was introduced in Bahl et al. [2] in 1974, and has subsequently attracted an enormous amount of interest. For a full history we refer to the tutorial paper of Kiely et al. [27] , the chapter by Vardy [40] and the book by Lin et al. [30] . The permutation problem above, i.e., the problem of finding a permutation that minimizes a given element of the state complexity profile for a general linear block code, was shown to be NP-complete by Horn and Kschischang [21] . Optimum (uniformly efficient) permutations are known for some codes, e.g., the 24; 12; 8] Golay code [18] , the 48; 24; 12] quadratic residue code [3, 13] , and the 16; 7; 6] lexicode [29] . The most general result is that all binary Reed-Muller codes have as one uniformly efficient permutation the natural binary ordering [26] ; this and the family of maximum distance separable are the only nontrivial infinite families of codes for which uniformly efficient permutations are known. (MDS codes have complexity independent of the coordinate ordering [32] .) Berger and Be'ery [3] give a construction that is applicable to BCH and quadratic residue codes, find a permutation for the 32; 16; 8] quadratic residue code that we will demonstrate is uniformly efficient, and find a new uniformly efficient permutation for the 48; 24; 12] quadratic residue code, among others.
Encheva and Cohen [16] have found uniformly efficient permutations where these exist for all self orthogonal codes of length up to 20 and all self-dual codes of length up to 24 .
The problem of determining the state complexity profile is strongly related to, though not exactly equivalent to, the problem of determining the generalized Hamming weights of the code, in a sense we review in Section 2.1. The problem of generalized Hamming weights has received much independent attention, which is reviewed and summarized in [34, 37] . For each of the codes we consider, we find the full set of generalized Hamming weights.
TRELLISES
The basic facts about trellises that follow are well known. We follow the description of Vardy [40] .
A trellis T = (V; A; E) of length n is a directed graph in which the set of vertices V is partitioned into disjoint subsets V = V 0 V 1 V n , with each edge e 2 E of the form
where v 2V i and v 0 2V i+1 for some i = 0; 1; : : : ; n?1, with labels from the alphabet A. Usually A = F 2 , in particular, or F q , and we consider only trellises of this type in this paper. (We will state the results for F q , but all examples will be codes over F 2 .) Given such a trellis, the associated block code is defined as the collection of all sequences of edge labels along each path from V 0 to V n . Given a linear block code C, there are usually many different trellises representing the same code. There is always a "minimal" trellis, unique up to graph isomorphism, that simultaneously minimizes jVj;jEj;maxjV i j, and many other natural measures of complexity. The state complexity of the code at time i is defined as s i = log q V min i , and the set s = fs 0 ; s 1 ; : : : ; s n g is referred to as the state complexity profile.
Given any generator matrix for C, a minimal trellis may be constructed efficiently using any of several different constructions; we refer again to Vardy [40] for details. Trellis diagrams will not therefore be given explicitly in what follows.
DIMENSION/LENGTH AND LENGTH/DIMENSION PROFILES
The following definitions are taken from Forney [17] . Let I = n] = f1;2;3;:::;ng be an index set for F n q , and J I be any subset of I. The subcode C J of C is the collection of all codewords whose components are all zero outside J: C J (C) = fc 2 Cjc i = 0; i 6 2 Jg: The projection P J of C is the code we obtain by removing the coordinates outside J and adding zeros, i.e., P J = fP J (c)jc 2 Cg with P J (c) = fc i if i 2 J; 0 if i 6 2 Jg: We say that the length n code C contains the length n 1 code S C if for some J with jJj = n 1 we have S C C J . Note The parameters of the codes above are related according to [36] dim((C ? ) I?J ) = n ?k?jJj+dim(C J ):
(1)
The state complexity of a code, with ordering assumed fixed, is given by [40] 
Since p i p i+1 p i + 1 and f i f i+1 f i ?1, we have s i+1 ?s i 2 f?1;0;1g. The dimension/length profile (DLP) of C is the sequence [18] k(C) = fk i (C); 0 i ng whose ith component k i (C) is the maximum dimension of any subcode C J of C with jJj = i:
The length/dimension profile (LDP) of C is the sequence [18] These numbers are also called the generalized Hamming weights of the code by Wei [41] . The LDP can be computed from the DLP and vice versa: k j is the maximum i for which d i j, and conversely d i is equal to the minimum j for which k j i.
The LDPs of the code and its dual code are related according to Wei's duality relation [41] fd r (C) : 1 r kg = f1;2;:::;ng?fn+1?d r (C ? ) : 1 r n ?kg: (5) Codes of different dimensions cannot have the same DLPs or LDPs. We will say that the LDPs of codes C 1 and C 2 match if we have
The generalized Hamming weights obey the generalized Griesmer bounds [34, pp. 35-36] which in the binary case are
With r = 1 this reduces to the Griesmer bound
It is known that a code that meets the Griesmer bound wth equality also meets the generalized Griesmer bound with equality for all r [20] .
Definition 1: A code is said to satisfy the chain condition if it is equivalent to a code in which dim(C i ? ) = k i for 1 i n.
Several classes of codes are known to satisfy the chain condition. These include all codes that meet the Griesmer bound with equality, and all codes of length one greater than the Griesmer bound [20] .
Definition 2: A code is said to satisfy the double chain condition if it is equivalent to a code in which dim(
The double chain condition is also known as the two-way chain condition (TCC) [14] [15] [16] .
TRELLIS COMPLEXITY OVER PERMUTATIONS
The state complexity profile of a code π(C) obtained by permuting the coordinates of C is not in general the same as the state complexity profile of C. A permutation is said to be componentwise optimal, or uniformly efficient 1 , if at each time the state complexity of the corresponding permuted code is no higher than for any other permutation, i.e., the permutation π is uniformly efficient if and only if s π i s π i for all 0 i n and all permutations π. Such a permutation may or may not exist [27] . Often the goal is to find a permutation that minimizes the maximum value of s i ; 0 i n, the "absolute state complexity" and sometimes any permutation achieving this minimum is termed optimal. In this paper we will concentrate exclusively in the stronger definition of optimality given above, i..e, uniform efficiency.
Taking minima in (2) gives the DLP lower bound on state complexity [18] :
for all i, where π is any permutation. The DLP lower bound can be attained for all i if and only if the double chain condition is satisfied; a code meeting the DLP bound must have a uniformly efficient permutation. The state complexity profile of a uniformly efficient permutation will be called the optimum state complexity profile of C.
Trellis Structure of Self-Dual Codes

PRELIMINARIES
We refer the reader to the review chapter of Rains and Sloane [35] for discussion of all aspects of self-dual codes. Here we recall some notation and facts that will be used later.
A gluing technique is commonly used for building up a self-dual code from some smaller self-orthogonal codes. If C is a self-dual code with generator matrix given by
then we say that C is formed by gluing the component codes C 1 = hG 1 i and C 2 = hG 2 i together. The rows in fE;Fg are called glue vectors. We write C = (C 1 C 2 ) + , where the superscript + indicates the presence of glue vectors. If C 1 = C 2 , we write C = 2C +
.
We will also use the mass formula for doubly-even codes [9] . Let n be a multiple of 8. Suppose that D is a length n s-dimensional doubly-even code not including the all one word 1, or alternatively an (s + 1)-dimensional code including the word 1. Then the number N of doubly-even self-dual n; n=2] codes containing D is exactly [9] 
For a given linear code C of length n, there will be exactly n!=jAut(C)j distinct codes equivalent to C. Assume that we can find a number of inequivalent doubly-even, self-dual codes containing at least one equivalent code of D, say C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m . If we have (12) for 0 i n.
The balance principle (12) 
Thus for any self-dual code of length n, the LDP contains exactly one of the numbers fi;n+1?ig for each i 2 1; n].
The above facts are well known; by combining them it is possible to find the results below.
First, from (12), we see that any ordering that maximizes all p i 's simultaneously will also maximize all f i 's simultaneously, and hence, from (2), minimize all s i 's simultaneously. Thus we have the following lemma, which to the best of our knowledge has not been pointed out explicitly before:
Lemma 1: A self-dual code satisfies the double chain condition if and only if it satisfies the chain condition.
However, it is far more useful to work with past and future subcodes simultaneously; the idea is to find an ordering in which the p i 's are maximized for 0 i m, and the f i 's are maximized for m < i n. We summarize this in the following:
Theorem 1: Let C be a length n self-dual code, and let n 1 and n 2 be any two positive integers such that n 1 + n 2 = n. Assume that some permutation of C has a generator matrix given by
where C 1 = hG 1 i and C 2 = hG 2 i have lengths n 1 , n 2 respectively. If C 1 and C 2 have LDPs that match the LDP of C and each satisfy the chain condition, then C has a uniformly efficient ordering.
Proof: We take C 1 in chain condition order and C 2 in the reverse of chain condition order. For i n 1 , since C 1 satisfies the chain condition, we have
, where the last equality follows from the assumption that the LDP of C 1 matches the LDP of C. Since p i (C) k i (C) by definition, we conclude that equality holds. From (12) , maximizing p i will maximize f i , so we then have f i (C) = k n?i (C). Then (2) gives
If i n 1 , since C 2 is in the reverse of chain condition order, we have
Thus f i (C) attains its maximum for each i > n 1 . Again from (12) we have p i (C) = k i (C) and thus s i = k ?k i ?k n?i . Thus C has a uniformly efficient permutation. 2
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Corollary 1: Suppose C is a self-dual code and has a permutation that meets the DLP bound. Then a permutation is uniformly efficient for C if and only if the permuted code has a generator matrix of the form
where C 1 = hG 1 i and C 2 = hG 2 i have LDPs that match the LDP of C and are each in chain condition order, and τ( ) is the reverse permutation.
Remark. Note that if we know any optimal split between left and right parts, we need only order the past subcode and future subcode to achieve the chain condition, and need not consider the glue vectors at all.
The Griesmer bound subcode case
All conditions in Theorem 1 are automatically satisfied in one special case. This is thus the easiest case to apply, involving only a check of the central component k n=2 of the DLP.
dd=2 i e is the Griesmer bound function. 
where C 1 = hG 1 i is a length n=2, distance d code that meets the Griesmer bound with equality, and is in chain condition order; and where G 2 generates a code with the same parameters as C 1 , and is in chain condition order; and where τ(G 2 ) is the column reverse of G 2 .
Proof: The condition on k n=2 implies that we can permute the code to the form (15) where C 1 is an n=2 = g(k n=2 ); k n=2 ; d] code; by the balance principle (12) the future subcode C 2 must then have the same parameters. Since C 1 and C 2 meet the Griesmer bound, they also meet the Griesmer bound for all generalized Hamming weights [34] and each component 9 of the LDP of each is the minimum possible for the given minimum distance. Since a code cannot have higher generalized Hamming weights than one of its subcodes, C 1 and C 2 must therefore have LDPs that match the LDP of C. Then the properties above are consequences of Theorem 1.
2
Remark: In many cases, codes meeting the Griesmer bound with equality are unique up to equivalence, from results of van Tilborg [39] and Helleseth [19] . In this case G 2 = G 1 or a permutation thereof in part (c) above. In addition, the number of uniformly efficient permutations of the code, out of all n!, is
where a i; j is the number of subcodes of dimension i and effective length j, and n c is the number of permutations of the n=2; k n=2 ; d] code in chain condition order.
OTHER COMMENTS
Second Hamming weight
We will make frequent use of the following lemma.
Lemma 2 (Generalized residual lemma) If C is an n; k; d] binary code (resp. binary doubly even code), and there is no n ?d;k?1;dd=2e+1] binary code (resp. binary singly even code), then This can be used to show the fact, noted earlier, that a code that meets the Griesmer bound with equality also meets the generalized Griesmer bound (6) with equality for all higher Hamming weights. The version above is particularly useful when applied to doubly even codes, as we need only rule out the existence of a residual code with minimum distance d=2 + 2.
Shortened codes
Given a code C that achieves the DLP bound (8) , consider the code C r obtained by shortening C on the last r positions, when C is in uniformly efficient order. A necessary condition for C to satisfy the DLP bound is that p i (C) = k i (C) for 0 i n. The shortened code therefore has p i (C r ) = p i (C) = k i (C) = k i (C r ) for 0 i n ?r. We can conclude that (a) C r satisfies the chain condition; and (b) the LDP of C r matches the LDP of C.
Trellis Structure of Given Self-Dual Codes
SELF-DUAL CODES OF LENGTH 24
The permutation problem for self-dual codes of length up to 24 is well studied [16, 26, 32] ; here we develop new characterizations of the resulting optimum permutations, and determine the number of optimum permutations. [27] note that C C is always uniformly efficient if C is, and it is easy to see that the only uniformly efficient permutations are of the form π 1 (C) π 2 (C), where π 1 (C) and π 2 (C) are chain condition permutations of C.) Since there are 6 distinct uniformly efficient codes equivalent to e 8 , we then have 36 distinct uniformly efficient codes equivalent to 2e 8 . The number of uniformly efficient permutations of 2e 8 
The 18; 9] codes
There is no 18; 9; 6] self-dual code. There is an 18; 9; 6] formally self-dual code, the extended quadratic residue code. This, however, does not suffice: the key to Theorem 1 is the balance principle (12), which does not necessarily apply to formally self-dual codes.
In the case of the 18; 9; 6] code, the generalized residual lemma shows that d 2 = 9, i.e., k 9 = 2. Thus n=2 = g(k n=2 ; d) and the main condition of Theorem 2 holds. However, Encheva [15] showed that this code does not satisfy the double chain condition.
The length of the code exceeds the Griesmer bound by one, and thus by the result of Helleseth et al. [20] the code must satisfy the chain condition. This shows that formally self-dual codes that satisfy the chain condition do not necessarily satisfy the double chain condition; thus Lemma 1 does not extend to this case. codes have the highest possible dimension for a code of the given length and minimum distance, and are unique up to equivalence [12] .
We can therefore conclude that an i-shortened Golay code for i 5 is equivalent to a Golay code in uniformly efficient order shortened in the last i positions. From the remarks in Section 3.3.2, such a shortened code must have an LDP that matches the LDP of the Golay code, and must satisfy the chain condition.
There are exactly two distinct 18; 6; 8] codes up to equivalence, and these may obtained by shortening the 24; 12; 8] Golay code on either an S 6 or a U 6 [12] . Since the length exceeds the Griesmer bound by one, each code satisfies the chain condition. However, only the LDP of the S 6 -shortened code matches the LDP of the Golay code; that it does so follows again from Section 3.3.2. A 5-dimensional subcode of the Golay code of support size 16 has as complement a codeword of weight 8, i.e., an S 8 . To achieve d 5 = 16, we must shorten on a 6-dimensional subset of this set of 8 positions, i.e., on an S 6 32 . We refer to Conway and Pless [9] for the constructions of these codes, and will invoke properties as needed. A generator matrix for a uniformly efficient permutation for each of the 32; 16; 8] doublyeven self-dual codes is given in Tables II-V. Uniformly efficient permutations and the corresponding state complexity profiles were already known for r 32 [25] and q 32 [3] , though in the case of q 32 the permutation was not known to be uniformly efficient.
Singly-even self-dual codes of length 32
An octet for a doubly-even, self-dual 32; 16; 8] code is a set of eight tetrads, i.e., subsets of 4 positions, with the property that the sum of any two tetrads is a codeword [10] . A singly-even self-dual 32; 16; 8] code exists and can be constructed from its corresponding doubly-even self-dual 32; 16; 8] code if an octet exists [10] . The number of octets for r 32 = f0; 1; 2;3;4;5;6; 7;6;7;8;9;8;9; 8;9;8;9;8;9;8;9;8;7;6;7;6;5;4; 3;2;1;0g: 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 11111111000000000000000000000000 11110000111100000000000000000000 11001100110011000000000000000000 10101010101010100000000000000000 10010110011010010000000000000000 00000000000000000000000011111111 00000000000000000000111100001111 00000000000000000011001100110011 00000000000000000101010101010101 00000000000000001001011001101001 10000010001010000001010001000001 01000010111010000001011101000010 00100010100010000001000101000100 00010010010010000001001001001000 00001010101000000000010101010000 00000110011000000000011001100000 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 16 . This is code C6 in the classification of Conway and Pless [35] . We have seen that both of the component codes satisfy the chain condition (in fact, the double chain condition). However, the overall code does not satisfy the double chain condition, as we may achieve either s 8 = 0 (by placing 2e 8 first) or s 24 = 0 (by placing 2e 8 second) but not both simultaneously. In terms of the conditions listed in Theorem 1, the problem is that it is impossible for both glued codes to match the LDP of the overall code.
The self-dual codes of length 40
Since there are very many extremal doubly-even self-dual codes of length 40 [9] , we aim for blocklengths this long and longer to find a self-dual code with the smallest state complexity profile over all possible self-dual codes of the same parameters.
2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 11111111000000000000000000000000 11110000111100000000000000000000 11001010110011000000000000000000 00111010110000110000000000000000 00000000000000000000000011111111 00000000000000000000111100001111 00000000000000000011011001100101 00000000000000001100011001101010 01001000010010000001010001000001 11100100111000100100010001000010 01110100111010000001010001000100 00101000010000100100010001001000 01100110101010100101000001010000 01100000110010100000000001100000 00001010110000000101010100000000 01101100110000000000011000000000 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 1111111100000000 0000000000000000 1111000011110000 0000000000000000 1100101011001100 0000000000000000 0011101011000011 0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000011111111 0000000000000000 0000111100001111 0000000000000000 0011011001100101 0000000000000000 1100011001101010 1011100001001000 0001010001000001 0001010011100010 0100010001000010 1000010011101000 0001010001000100 1101100001000010 0100010001001000 0110011010101010 0101000001010000 0110000011001010 0000000001100000 0000101011000000 0101010100000000 0110110011000000 0000011000000000 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 The strategy is to start with a self-orthogonal code C 1 n=2; k max ; d] with the smallest LDP, component by component, among all n=2; k max ; d] self-orthogonal codes, where k max is the maximum dimension of a length n=2 binary self-orthogonal code with minimum distance d, and to verify that C 1 satisfies the chain condition. We then seek appropriate glue vectors to produce a self-dual n; n=2; d] code; we must verify that it is possible to choose the glue vectors to maintain the minimum distance as d.
Assuming this is possible, we may apply Theorem 1 to conclude that the permutation with corresponding code generated by
is uniformly efficient, and in fact is uniformly concise (see Appendix) in the class of all n; k; d] self-dual codes.
, we may choose any E and F so that hG 1 Ei = hτ(G 1 ) Fi = C ?
1 . Then the code with generator matrix of the form (21) is self-dual, and has minimum distance at least minfd 1 ; 2d ?
1 g [31, p. 584], i.e., at least d if C 1 has the given dual distance. 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 1111111100000000 0000000000000000 1011100011110000 0000000000000000 0101110011001100 0000000000000000 0011011001101010 0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000011111111 0000000000000000 0000111101010101 0000000000000000 0011001101011010 0000000000000000 0101011000111100 0010111001101001 0000011001000001 1101111010001000 0001001001000010 1000001010001001 0001000001000100 0100010001101000 0000010001001000 1100011001001001 0001011001010000 0000011011001000 0000001001100000 0100100011100000 0001010100000000 1010101000101001 1000000000000000 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 We can start with the optimal length 20 binary self-orthogonal code with minimum distance 8, the 20; 8; 8] code obtained by shortening the 24; 12; 8] Golay code in any 4 positions. This code is unique [12] . From Section 4. we can choose E so that hE C 1 i = C ?
1 , and F = τ(E). Then the code with generator matrix of the form (21) is a self-dual (in fact, doubly even) code that satisfies the double chain condition, is in uniformly efficient order, and is uniformly concise in the class of all 40; 20; 8] self-dual codes, with state complexity profile s = f0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;6;7;8;9;8;9;8;7;6;7;6;5;4;:::g:
By pairing different glue vectors, we can easily obtain a singly even self-dual 40; 20; 8] code with the same properties.
Similar constructions produce uniformly concise permutations for the class of 42; 21; 8] and 44; 22; 8] self-dual codes. We remark that in applying Theorem 1, we are only concerned with whether each component code satisfies the chain condition, not the double 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 1111111100000000 0000000000000000 1110001011110000 0000000000000000 1011100011001100 0000000000000000 1010011001001011 0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000011111111 0000000000000000 0000111101010101 0000000000000000 0011001101110010 0000000000000000 1101011100000110 0001111011100010 0101000001000001 0110011001000000 0000010001000010 0010001001100010 0001000001000100 1000100010001000 0001010001001000 0011110001000010 0000000001010000 1110001001101010 0100010001100000 0110000001100000 0101010100000000 0011000010001000 0101011000000000 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 chain condition. Here, for example, the 21; 9; 8] shortened Golay code satisfies the chain condition, but Encheva [15] has shown that it does not satisfy the double chain condition.
THE 48; 24; 12] SELF-DUAL CODE(S):
The only known 48; 24; 12] self-dual code is the extended quadratic residue code; whether another exists is an open problem [35] . A uniformly efficient permutation was found via a combination of heuristic and computer search by Dolinar et al. [13] . Another was found by Berger and Be'ery [3] . The resulting state complexity profile is s = f0;1;:::; 11;10;11;12;13;14;15;14;15;16;15;16;15;14; :::g:
Via a direct application of Theorem 2 and equation (17) 4 . A permutation is in chain condition order if and only if it is formed by taking a minimum weight codeword in each successive residual and permuting it in any order, then finally permuting the last three coordinates in any order.
The number of permutations in chain condition order is then 28 12! 12 6! 4 3! 3!. 2
We do not know of any purely combinatorial argument showing that the 24; 5; 12] code must be a subcode of 48; 24; 12] codes in general or the quadratic residue code in particular. In the case of the quadratic residue code, we can find this by inspection of the two known uniformly efficient generator matrices [3, 13] , which generate this code with the first five and last five rows in each case.
Since the number of uniformly efficient permutations must be divisible by the automorphism group of the code, we find in the case of the quadratic residue code that a 5;24 must be divisible by 23 There are at least 66 inequivalent doubly-even codes in this class [35] . Any such code must have k 8 (15) . The resulting generator matrix is at least a conditional optimum, in the sense that the state complexity at each time unit is as low as it can possibly be for any permutation in which the state complexity at time 32 is minimized. If, on the other hand, the code does contain the 24; 5; 12] code, then there is no uniformly efficient permutation.
The "conditionally optimum" permutation discussed above is shown in Table VII 
Conclusion
The optimal permutation problem for linear block codes may be simplified substantially for the class of self-dual codes. For the self-dual codes of highest minimum distance, it is often the case that the existence of a uniformly efficient permutation, and a full classification of all possible such permutations, may be deduced. This is the case when appropriately chosen subcodes are unique and sufficiently close to the Griesmer bound.
This result, among others, is used in the paper to classify the eight self-dual 32; [26] , no other code in this set can have lower complexity. However, code performance is not governed exclusively by minimum distance, and so a uniformly concise code may have worse performance than some other codes in the same class. The coset weight distributions of the 32; 16; 8] doubly even codes have been completely classified by Camion et al. [7] . From these, we may easily calculate the block error probability when each code is used over a binary symmetric channel with crossover probability p. The result is that the Reed-Muller code is worst over the entire range 0 < p < 1=2; the relative order of performances of the other codes also remains fixed over this range, with (using an obvious shorthand) r 32 > 2g 32 . Thus, combining this with the state complexity profiles from Theorem 4, the Reed-Muller code is one of the two that should not be used in this application, the other being 8 f (The very useful paper [7] is unfortunately hard to obtain. The error probability for q 32 may be computed from the coset weight enumerators given by Assmus and Pless [1] ; the error probabilities for the others are obtained by successively adding 68g(p), 33g(p), 882g(p), and 2520g(p), where g(p) = p 4 (1 ? p) 26 (1 ?2p). This pattern does not seem to have been observed before.) Furthermore, there is a 32; 17; 8] code found by Cheng and Sloane [8] ; its dual distance is 8, and so it belongs to the set Q (32; 16; 8; 8) . The generator matrix given by Jaffe [22] has maximum state complexity 10, but it is possible, via heuristic, to find a permutation with maximum state complexity 9, with state complexity profile given by replacing the bold face components in the state complexity profiles in Theorem 4 by 8; 7; 8. This state complexity profile can easily be shown to be uniformly efficient; in fact it is uniformly concise in the set Q (32; 17; 8; 8) . This code therefore has lower complexity than q 32 , with higher dimension.
An optimum permutation of the 32; 17; 8] Cheng-Sloane code is found by taking the generator matrix in [22] and applying the permutation (10; 13)(20;22)(14; 15; 9) (17; 21; 19). 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 
